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Double Portrait has
double the fascination

An exhibition of works by painters Ida
Barbarigo and Zoran Music are at the
Estorick Collection in Islington

Still Sounds
by Margaret Moore.

Trash is
treasure

A

rT students’ work often
mines autobiography for
subject matter and uses
found materials – so-called skip
aesthetics –and can be none the
worse for either, as this year’s BA
Fine Art exhibition at Middlesex
University shows. The participants
have examined a typically wide
range of interests and produced
clever and thoughtful works in
response.
Margaret Moore’s nostalgic
Still Sounds incorporates prints
taken from family photographs
into a mixed media installation
with sound. Pictured is an image
of herself which can be seen
through a transparent textile print
showing her mother. Moore aims
to explore nature and the significance of memory and to highlight
the contrast between organic and
man-made recyclable materials.
Krystle Nolan-James also sets
store by the proverb “One man’s
trash is another man’s treasure”
and garners objects discarded in
Winchmore hill, where she lives,
for recycling through her work.
Sarah hazell seems to exercise
economy in a different way – in
the ambitious Pollockian installation Seven Tins of Paint she frees
paint from the canvas by apparently not using one. Kim humphreys
makes imaginative use of mirrors
in a self-referencing, complex
and engaging photographic image
reflections and reality.
o This is the last Fine Art degree
show at the Cat Hill Campus in
Barnet and is open to the public
from 11am to 4pm from next
Friday until May 24. Work from
all visual arts departments can
be seen at the Truman Brewery in
Brick Lane early in June as part of
the Free Range event.

Crumpled Portrait
by Polly Saunders.

T

he unconventional union
of painters Ida Barbarigo
and Zoran Music got off to
a flying start in Trieste in
the spring of 1944. Ida, an
art student from Venice, had spent
the afternoon at the baths when
she was unexpectedly invited to
an exhibition of paintings made by
Zoran, a Slovenian artist 12 years
her senior. She was wearing a
towel turban and flip-flops – items
of attire that make her subsequent
actions all the more alarming. On
entering the cavernous gallery,
down an alleyway in the city
centre, Ida gave in to an impulse
to run towards a long table and
leap over it.
“Zoran was standing there,
the bulky presence of a tall man,
transfixed by this burst of lively
spontaneity,” writes Giovanna Dal
Bon in her book accompanying
Double Portrait, the exhibition of
paintings by Music and Barbarigo
which she has curated for the estorick Collection in Islington. Dal
Bon is a Venetian art historian and
poet who has become Ida’s friend.
These four attributes combine to
make her account of the painters’
relationship and works an enthralling though occasionally baffling
read – perhaps through meanings
lost in translation or because of the
artists’ esoteric views.
Some of their experiences are
crucial to understanding their
art. Dal Bon vividly narrates
what happened in the autumn
of 1944 when they were living
in Nazi-occupied Venice – Ida
in the labyrinthine family home
which housed several generations
of artists including her famous
father, Guido Cadorin, and Zoran
in lodgings. he was arrested in

Top left, We Are Not the Last by Zoran Music, 1970, bottom left, Small Tables and Chairs by
Ida Barbarigo, 1974, above, the pair in Venice in 1965.
the street on suspicion of spying,
handcuffed and taken to the SS
central command in Trieste, a
journey that started with a trip
down the Grand Canal, his first
by luxury gondola. “I was a tourist in chains,” he recalled.
After weeks of questioning,
the SS realised Music’s obsession
was art not espionage. Dal Bon
tells how fate intervened: “Just
before releasing him they proposed, in view of his height and
‘Aryan’ appearance, that he enlist
in the Waffen SS. Imprudently,
Music laughed. Their rage was
immediate. he was put on the
next train to Dachau.”
Music arrived to find “a sort
of landscape with mountains of
corpses”. he was put to work
making grenades – sometimes
leaving out the powder – and
made a secret record of atrocities witnessed in hundreds of

drawings. he hid many in his
lathe which was destroyed by
the liberating Allies and only 30
survived. however, he returned
to the subject in 1970 with the
acclaimed series of paintings of
heaps of corpses We Are Not the
Last, evoking the bare, hilly terrain where he grew up.
Music has said that the
landscape of the Carso plateau is
present in all his works, whether
of Dachau, Venice or the groups
of little horses in the Siena hills
which are his signature motif.
“But rather than describing it as
bare, I prefer to call it silence.”
he considers the camp to be his
true school of art, where he learnt
to pare things down to make
an instant impression, and has
described it as “my great school
of solitude” because it taught him
not to be afraid, to be able to be
alone even in a crowd.

Solitude was vital to Ida’s
work too. The couple married in
1949 and remained devoted but
never lived under the same roof
until Zoran was in his mid 90s
and blind. For most of their lives
they divided their time between
Venice and Paris, where Music’s
supporters included the photographer Brassai and President
Mitterand.
Both cities supplied Barbarigo
with ample instances of the
dominant motif of her early work
– chairs, specifically the stacking
type. They were, she said, “an alphabet I have never abandoned”,
though treatments varied widely
and she developed other themes,
such as walks and the stone guest,
whose handshake turns the recipient to ash.
This exhibition – their first
together for over 60 years
– alternates works by the artists,

juxtaposing each with an often
illuminating quote by them, and
includes terrific photographs and
ephemera. The image that stays
with me is one of the studies that
Music made in the late 90s of his
large naked body hunched over
morning ablutions.
Dal Bon observes of this series:
“his is a song of surrender to the
force of gravity, its downward
pull and earthward gaze, a return
to origins.” Zoran Music, who
died in 2005, deserves the last
word for this thought: “As far as I
am concerned, I would be happy
to be remembered as a light
breeze.”
o Until June 12 at 39a Canonbury Square N1, Wednesday to
Saturday 11am to 6pm and until
8pm on Thursday, Sunday noon
to 5pm. £5, concessions £3. The
book, published by Johan & Levi
Editore, costs £35.

Daily painter Miller Domestic delights are a hit
shows true colours

T

C

OMPLex calculations about the relative
temperature of oil colours
underpin the landscape paintings
of hilton Miller, who has chosen
to exhibit for the first time after
painting daily for over 40 years.
It’s at the highgate Gallery and
marks Miller’s 80th year. A
resident of Wood Lane, highgate
since 1964, he forsook an academic career as a mathematician
to become an artist, supporting
himself by working part-time as a
statistician.
Miller’s rigorous approach
to art involved devising colour
wheels and diagrams of daunting
complexity. “everything represented in his images, from solid
stone to the air itself, is invested
with an identical density, lending
an extraordinary evenness of
temper to the paintings’ surfaces
and compositional rhythms, and
an abiding serenity of mood,”
writes Irish critic Aidan Dunne in

France, Untitled Landscape
#5, 2005, by Hilton Miller.
an essay for the publication accompanying this exhibition.
he draws parallels between
Miller’s landscapes of the South
of France and the Northwest of
Ireland to paintings by Poussin
and Cézanne. The exhibition is
organised and curated by Nick
Miller, hilton’s son, who is also
a painter.
o Until next Thursday at 11,
South Grove N6. Tuesday to Friday 1pm to 5pm, Saturday 11am

he genesis of Veronica
Green’s Sky and rock landscape paintings is a curious
tale. She had been working on still
lifes of vessels but found objects
took on human traits. This led her
to make a charcoal sketch of a
figure of Walter Scott that propped
open the door to her parents’
garden shed.
Though dissatisfied with the
result, she thought the folds of his
clothes looked interesting when
turned sideways so she made
an abstracted drawing in which
undulating patterns of drapery
suggested rolling hills.
Further colour sketches led to
the small canvases in the Sky and
rock series. “Framing them as
long, thin diptychs and triptychs
has emphasised their panorama,”
says Green.
Large landscapes followed
and works in a range of sizes can
now be seen in a home setting – a
Victorian house in Maida Vale
– courtesy of gallerist Geeta Chagan of Chagan Contemporary. She

Rock and Blue I by Veronica Green.
prefers to show art in domestic
spaces as she believes it is easier
to envisage how paintings might
look in homes and offices and
also that some people feel inse-

cure in “clinical gallery spaces”.
o At 31 Clarendon Gardens W9
this weekend from 10am to 6pm
and by appointment until May 29:
0795 436 9402.

